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Abstract- The aim of this paper is to implement the new concept of cryptography. To protect information of files in digital form 

and how to get a security services by network security and cryptography. Though, a general summary of such algorithms like RSA, 

DES and AES of network security and cryptography is provided first. A complete review of the purposed system of network 

security and cryptography is then presented by using transmitter. The general attacks of security were reviewed. The purpose of 

this implementation is to secure a huge amount of files. So that others will unable to know the original data still they know about 

the procedure of encryption and decryption. This implementation has many applications to secure information including 

authentication. Here we create new technology by using such transmitter and receiver for decrypting data which is highly secure 

and accurate. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

As we have learn about such cryptographic 

algorithms like Rivest-Shamir-Adleman [RSA], Data 

Encryption Standard [DES] and Advanced Encryption 

Standard [AES]. Also in previous paper we introduce 

concept of security in cryptography. Here in our data we 

encapsulate above three algorithm schemes. The very first 

one is RSA which is also known for asymmetric key 

algorithm. RSA is a reproduction of two big prime 

numbers and the secret key and public key are based on 

this numbers. This RSA algorithm is very easy to 

understand. 

The second one is DES which is of two types 

double DES and triple DES. Also substitution known as 

confusion and transposition known as diffusion are the 

two attributes of cryptography in DES. In substitution 

characters are altered to numbers or symbols or any other 

characters and in transposition, it performs permutation 

over original data. We used DES generally to encrypt data 

in blocks which have some particular size that is 64 bits. 

An algorithm and key are also used for encoding and 

decoding. And last is AES, there are various steps mainly 

four is used and that are substitution of bytes, shifting of 

rows, mixing of columns and addition of keys. All 

procedure is to be process in matrixes which is of four by 

four. Because of actual weakness in DES, AES is 

invented. In DES, 56 bit keys were not safe which is 

based on complete key searches and also 64 bit blocks 

were measured as weak. So AES as developed which was 

based on 128 bit blocks with 128 bit keys. 

There are three major features of AES like 

Symmetric and parallel structures, Adapted to modern 

processors and last is suited to smart cards. So these are  

 

 

The basic review of our three cryptographic schemes that 

is RSA, DES and AES.  

 

II. PURPOSED METHODOLOGY 

 

Now these three things we used in main file as a 

data. Firstly here we create one master file then breaking 

it into four parts. In all parts we used same data of above 

three schemes but sequences are different.  Likewise for 

part one we encapsulate RSA on first place, DES on 

second place and AES on third place. Then for part two it 

is DES on first place, RSA on second place and AES on 

third place. In third part we put RSA on first, AES on 

second and DES on third.. In this way we merge our data 

in all four parts of master file. 

Suppose part 1 is encrypted by RSA, part 2 is 

encrypted by DES; part 3 is encrypted by AES and so on. 

At last part 12 is encrypted by DES according to 

procedure of above so we get twelve encrypted parts e1 to 

e12. Here as we encrypted the algorithms that means we 

used keys for them. 

As we used keys to each of them but type is 

different. Also we have separators for each key; which 

helps us to separate each encrypted algorithm with their 

keys and it will not get by other keys. 

Now as the input data is encrypted so we 

transform it with their keys in master frame. Also this 

frame contains the information about all keys with its 

different algorithms. 

We can illustrate it with help of figure 1 below. 
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Fig 1. Keys with their separators. 

 

III. SYSTEM DESIGN 

 

The master frame will now be separated and twelve 

keys which we used for encryption, the same keys 

obtain.  

 

After this we used transmitter for keeping these data 

that is encrypted and also its master file. The work of 

this transmitter is used to keep all above twelve parts 

along with its separators. 

 
Fig 2.  Transmitter 

 

So here we have original data in encrypted form which is 

kept in transmitter. We can say data of transmitter are 

kept as input data. Now what about output file?  

 

After transmission of data encryption are converted into 

decryption and these decrypted data are to be found in 

output file. This file is kept in receiver, just like we used 

transmitter for keeping input file after transmission output 

file is kept in receiver. The receiver receives all twelve 

encrypted parts and separates them with its separators.  

 

Hence in input file we kept first real data then spitted it, 

encrypted it by providing keys.  

 

 
Fig 3. Receiver 

 
Now in below figure, there are two sides one 

side we kept transmitter and on the other side there is 

receiver. In between this figure shows arrows and lines. 

An arrow is known for file and lines known for 

separators. The arrow 1 is for master file then kept one 

separator below this file that shows like single line. In the 

same way arrow 2 is known for encrypted data part e1 

and kept separator below it. Likewise we arrange all 

twelve encrypted parts from e1 to encrypted part e12 with 

its separators. In other side receiver obtained output file 

which contains decrypted data.  

 

 
Fig 4.  Transmitter & Receiver 

 

We know that there are two types of keys like 

Symmetric and Asymmetric keys. So RSA and DES uses 

Master file = RSA key _1_1_ DES key _1_1_ 

AES key  _1_1_ DES key _1_1_ RSA key 

_1_1_ AES key _1_1_  RSA key 
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asymmetric key for encryption, whereas AES uses 

symmetric key for encryption. 

 

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 
Table 1. Size with Single Delays 

 
Table 2. Size with Multiple Delays 

 
Table 3. Size with Single Throughputs 

 
Table 4. Size with Multiple Throughputs 

 
Graph 1. Single Delays 

 
Graph 2. Multiple Delays 

 
Graph 3. Single Throughputs 

 
Graph 4. Multiple Throughputs 

Here at receiver mode we have transmitter for 

single connection and for multi connection. Its depend on 

our choice. According to size of file we have find for 
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single delay with its throughput and multiple delays 

corresponding to its throughput.  

 

  Also we can express more deeply these output 

with the help of graph as shown below. 
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Table 5. Combine between tables of delays with 

throughputs 
 
Thus if we want to show combine comparisons between 

single and multiple delays as well as single and multiple 

throughputs than we can able to show it again by using 

bar graphs. 

 Thus we can take any size of file but it should be 

in kilo bytes. It can exceed after 100 kb also. It will show 

us delays and its proper throughputs. 

 

 
Graph 5. Comparison between Delays & Throughputs 

 

There are some advantage and disadvantage to 

every research, lets discuss about first advantage. An 

advantage of transmitter (input file) and receiver (output 

file) for encryption and decryption is make data highly 

secure. Also it is accurate and gives high throughput. 

 

On the other side if there are good points so it 

should have bad points also. The disadvantage is here like 

multiple types of encryption is used, so because of this 

computation complexity is high. Also as there are twelve 

parts and for these parts each having its own separators, 

so large amount of space is required which mean memory 

requirement is high.  

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

 

The main purpose for this is today any one can 

know about cryptographic techniques and about 

encryption/decryption. They can easily encrypt data but 

here we will make difficult for them to decrypt it. This 

above procedure is somewhat complicated for others to 

hack it. 

Hence we discuss by taking shortest review of all 

algorithms like RSA, DES and AES which were used 

here. Also try to implement the procedure of conversion 

data from encryption to decryption in different format. 

We were found some results which were shown with 

respect to graph. 
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